ENTRY AND QUEUE
Take Hennepin Ave turning onto Vineland Place heading westbound.

**Booth Vendors:** Follow the curve to 4A

**Food Vendors:** Proceed around curve to Kenwood Parkway and make an immediate right turn into the second parking lot entrance 4B. Enter and proceed to smaller parking lot for placement.

**Beer/Wine Dabbler Vendors:** Proceed around curve to Kenwood Parkway and make an immediate right turn into the second parking lot entrance 4C to the back parking lot.

---

**LOAD-OUT**

**Friday 9:30 PM:** After area is cleared of festival attendees load-out of Beer Dabbler Vendors by Cart to parking area.

**Sunday 4:30 PM:** Festival will still be in process load-out can occur by Cart to parking area.

**Sunday 6 PM:** After area is cleared of festival attendees load-out of Food and Booth Vendors.